Enzyme Introduction- Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFbPHlhI13g&feature=related

1. Enzymes are biologically active proteins that serve as _________________.
2. What makes absorption possible is ________________ enzymes.
3. And amylase for the digestion of _________________.
4. Protein digesting enzymes break apart the bonds holding the ________________ together.
5. Into the bloodstream where crucial life sustaining ________________ are distributed through the body.
6. A diet of cooked, processed, and fatty foods; illness, aging, and antibiotics deplete the naturally occurring ________________ in our bodies.
7. So much of our food is ________________, refined and processed that we have a greater need for digestive enzymes.
8. The more energy consumed by these organs, the less energy available for ________________ enzymes production.
9. Enzymes are ________________!